
Drama Key Stage 3 Curriculum Summary- Long Term Planning 

Expected Equipment:  Black pen, red pen, ruler 

Learning Resources:   

 

Websites:  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zkvm2sg 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-

key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/drama 

https://dramaresource.com/drama-apps/    

                 

                         

                                                     

Other Resources:  

 

• Using Digital Theatre to watch pre-recorded 

live performances. 

• Visiting the theatre.  

Ex  Extra-Curricular/Enrichment:  

 

• Every year, there is a Drama production 

arranged which is accessible to the whole 

school. 

• There are regular opportunities for pupils to go 

to the theatre and enjoy London’s top 

productions. 

• Drama catch up for KS3 Thursday lunchtimes. 

• Programmes with the Hackney Empire and 

Barbican.  

 

  

  

    

           To ensure all students have access to a broad arts curriculum, the Expressive Arts are delivered on a carousel throughout Key Stage 3. This means students will 

attend 2 arts subjects for 3 semesters of the year, (for instance art and music) and then rotate to two others (for instance drama and dance) for the remainder of 

the year. In Years 7 and 8, students rotate at February ½ term. In year 9- to ensure students have experienced all art forms before they choose their KS4 courses- 

they rotate at Christmas. The shaded semesters below indicate when students have rotated to another subject.             

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zkvm2sg
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/drama
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/drama
https://dramaresource.com/drama-apps/


Year 7 (2021/22) 

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7  

Autumn 1: GENRE 

Over the first term 

Drama aims to develop 

student’s 

communication skills, 

confidence and basic 

drama knowledge; 

focusing on team 

building skills, 

challenging activities, 

understanding of 

dramas’ explorative 

strategies and genres. 

Introduction to 

DRAMA. 

Genre ‘Greek 

Theatre’.  

 

The history of 

Greek theatre in 

particular the 

use of a Greek 

Chorus. 

 

Genre ‘Tragedy’. 

 

The generic 

rules of tragedy 

in performance. 

  

Genre ‘Comedy’.  

 

The generic 

rules of comedy 

in performance.  

 

Genre 

‘Naturalism’.  

 

What naturalism 

and ‘Given 

Circumstance’ is 

in drama. 

 

 

BLACK HISTORY 

MONTH 

Workshop 

Genre ‘Political 

Theatre’.   

 

Exploring practitioner 

Bertolt Brecht and his 

impact on drama and 

theatre, including Epic 

Theatre. 

 

Autumn 2: DETECTIVE 

 

A seven week scheme of 

work exploring the 

creation of tension in 

drama with whole class 

in role scenes and 

creating and sustaining a 

character throughout the 

lessons.   

 

Developing skills in 

characterisation. 

Using 

improvisation 

within scenes 

whilst staying in 

role. 

 Understanding 

what a flashback 

is and how to 

successfully 

create one.  

 

Focusing on the 

key drama 

technique of 

‘narration’ and 

‘thought-

tracking’.  

 

Students begin 

planning and 

developing their 

own murder 

mysteries that 

includes a build-

up of tension.  

 

Structure for 

assessed 

performance. 

 Performance.  

Spring 1: HOME AWAY 

FROM HOME 

 

A six week exploration 

on the theme of 

Migration. Students to 

use a variety of drama 

techniques.   

Develop tableau into 

a performance 

which highlights 

emotion. 

Using Vocal 

Skills to create 

emotion when 

playing a role. 

 

Using hot-

seating and 

thought tracking 

in a 

performance. 

Creating a 

character using 

voice, facial 

expressions and 

body language. 

 

Writing a 

monologue in 

role.  

 

 

(Performance 

and Response.) 

Developing 

performance 

skills using a 

script.  

 

(Performance 

and Response.) 

 

Spring 2        



Summer 1        

Summer 2   End of Year Exams    

 

 

 

Year 8 (2021/22)  

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7  

Autumn 1: Respect  

This SOW is based on 

bullying helping 

students to understand 

the causes and effects of 

cyberbullying and online 

‘trolling’.  

 

The SOW helps to build 

on students’ knowledge 

and abilities with script 

work, and the 

conventions of drama 

scripts, including stage 

directions, building 

characters from scripted 

dialogue.  

 

Using emotion and 

status in a drama 

performance with 

clear distinctions of 

them. 

 

Creating a 

mixture of 

ESSENCE 

MACHINES 

which use 

repetitive 

sounds and 

movements to 

set a scene. 

 

Using Forum 

Theatre to 

explore the 

topic of 

prejudice. 

 

Using a piece of 

stimulus to 

begin exploring 

the theme of 

cyber bullying. 

ASSESSMENT 

TASK. 

BLACK HISTORY 

MONTH 

Workshop.  

Performance.  

Autumn 2: Macbeth 

Macbeth by William 

Shakespeare. (Devising 

and interpreting 

Shakespeare) Students 

to explore the following 

techniques: Freeze 

Using facial 

expressions, body 

language and voice 

to explore the 

characters within 

Macbeth. 

Demonstrating 

power and 

status through 

improvisation 

and script work 

the power Lady 

Use choral 

movement and 

speaking to 

symbolise 

Macduff’s army. 

Exploring mime 

using the drama 

medium of 

music. 

 

Creating a news 

report using a 

variety of vocal, 

physical and 

staging 

techniques.   

 

Structure for 

assessed 

performance. 

Performance.  



framing, soundscape, 

mime, thought-tracking, 

hot-seating, and script, 

devising and off-text 

improvisation.  

 

Macbeth had 

over Macbeth. 

 

Spring 1: Trestle 

Theatre  

 

Students to explore the 

rules of the mask and 

understand the use of 

body language and 

proxemics combined 

with basic mime skills. 

(revisited from year 7) 

 

 

Clocking the 

audience’ and ‘pass 

the focus’ within a 

performance.  

 

Using character 

mannerisms to 

devise a given 

scenario. 

Multi-rolling 

within 

performance, 

when using 

masks.  

 

The assessment 

criteria in 

preparation for 

your end of 

term 

assessment. 

Assessment Peer/Self-

Assessment 

watching 

performance 

back. 

 

Spring 2 Assessments       

Summer 1        

Summer 2   End of Year Exams    

 

 

Year 9 (2021/22)  

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7  

Autumn 1: LET 

HIM HAVE IT.  

Students Explore 

Theatre in 

Education and 

how to teach an 

audience 

something 

Exploring the 

Stimuli ‘Let Him 

Have It’.  

Performance 

skills to create 

tension. 

To explore levels of tension in 

performance. 

 

Exploring 

Cross- cutting 

within a 

performance.  

 

Exploring the 

Practitioner 

Brecht.  

BLACK 

HISTORY 

MONTH 

Workshop.  

Final lesson on 

Craig and Bentley.  



through a 

performance. They 

will respond to 

stimulus material 

(in this case 

connected with 

the trial and 

execution of Derek 

Bentley) 

 

Autumn 2: Blood 

Brothers  

Students develop 

knowledge of the 

plot and 

characters of the 

play Blood 

Brothers. They 

explore and 

perform extracts 

from three key 

moments in the 

play developing 

physical, vocal and 

‘page to stage’ 

skills with a 

specific focus on 

how to create 

tension and 

comedy for an 

audience.  

Developing 

performance 

skills using a 

script 

(Performance 

and Response) 

Understanding 

and 

interpretation 

of character.  

Understanding of how 

background/social/cultural/historical 

informs practical ideas.  

Page to stage.  

 

Exploring 

characterisation 

in terms of 

vocal and 

physical skills. 

Creating and 

developing 

ideas to 

communicate 

meaning for 

theatrical 

performance. 

Demonstrate 

knowledge and 

understanding 

of how drama 

and theatre is 

developed and 

performed. 

Final playback of 

tracks and 

Assessments. 

Spring 1        

Spring 2        

Summer 1:        



Summer 2: 

Introduction to 

Devising from 

Stimuli for GCSE 

DRAMA. 

Devising from 

Stimuli. 

 

Textual: a novel, 

poem, story, 

letter.  

 

 

Devising from 

Stimuli. 

 

Visual: a 

painting, 

photograph, 

film or artefact.  

End of Year Exams Devising from 

Stimuli. 

 

Aural: a piece 

of music, a 

soundscape or 

a recording.  

 

Devising from 

Stimuli. 

 

Abstract: a 

word, a theme 

or a mood. 

 

 

Evaluation of 

Stimuli in 

preparation for 

GCSE DRAMA.  

 

 

  


